17 classic styles of 100-way Infinity dress tutorials

INFINITY DRESS: BRIDESMAIDS BEST CHOICE

InfinityDress.com offers high-quality INFIWING® Infinity Dresses, which combines a floating skirt and two long straps. With these straps, you can conveniently create 100+ different styles and they can sculpt to all body shapes perfectly. It has been acknowledged as the most amazing dress in the world! All the bridesmaids should never miss it! No need to worry for being overweight. We have plus size for your choice.

InfinityDress.com offers a 100-way tutorial. By choosing a style and following some simple steps, you can transform this dress just as you wish, from strapless dress to sleeved ones.
How to Tie: Classic-Shoulder Straps

1. Pull the straps over your shoulders.
2. Cross the straps at the back.
3. Secure the straps at the back.
4. Wrap the excess fabric around your body.
5. Tie the fabric into a bow.
6. Adjust the bow to your liking.
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How to Tie:
Classic-Cap Sleeves
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Infinity Dress
How to Tie: Classic-Halter Style

1. Cross the straps over your shoulders.
2. Tie the straps in the back.
3. Pull the excess fabric to the sides.
4. Adjust the dress to fit.
5. Enjoy your new dress style.
How to Tie: Classic-One Shoulder

1. Fold the dress diagonally.
2. Tie the dress at the back.
3. Pull the dress over the shoulder.
4. Cross the straps at the front.
5. Tie the dress at the back.
6. Adjust the dress to fit.
INFIWING®
Infinity Dress

How to Tie:
Classic-One Shoulder

1. Pull the dress strap over your head
2. Cross the straps and pull through
3. Tie at the back

4. Pull the dress strap over your head
5. Cross the straps and pull through
6. Tie at the back
How to Tie: Classic-Sleeves Style

1. Start with the dress on and the sleeves down.
2. Cross the sleeves in the back.
3. Wrap the sleeves around the body.
4. Tie the sleeves in a bow in the front.
5. Adjust the bow to fit.

INFIWING Infinity Dress
How to Tie: Classic-Twist-Front Halter
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How to Tie: Classic-Buckle Waist

1. Wrap the dress around your body with the back straps crisscrossed.
2. Tie the straps into a knot at the back to secure the dress.
3. Ensure the knot is tight and secure.

4. Adjust the bottom of the dress to ensure it is even and flattering.
5. Finished look, showing the classic-buckle waist style.

INFIWING®
Infinity Dress
How to Tie: Classic Cross Back
How to Tie: Classic-Off Shoulder
How to Tie: Classic - One Shoulder

1. Pull one side over the shoulder.
2. Cross the shoulder straps around the back.
3. Pinch at the back and tie a knot.
4. Pull the other side over the shoulder.
5. Repeat steps 2 and 3.
How to Tie: Classic-Halter Style

1. Pull the front ties over the head.
2. Cross the back ties and tie in a knot.
3. Adjust the length of the dress.
4. Cross the front ties over the back.
5. Tie the front ties in a knot.
How to Tie: Classic-Cap Sleeves, Knot

1. Pull the dress straps up over your head.
2. Cross the straps at the back.
3. Tuck the excess fabric under the dress.
4. Tie a knot in the middle of the back.
5. Adjust the knot to fit.
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